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To,
The Group General Manager (P),
Head Uran Plant,
ONGC- Uran plant,
Dronagiri Bhavan,
URAN.
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Sub: Deteriorating catering service in Trombay Terminal.

Respected Sir,

.
The glittering visionary band that your authority has always displayed holds a very
esteemed place in our circle. With this experience we approach your authority
seeking justice in reference to catering services in Trombay Terminal.

.
Tombay Terminal being under your jurisdiction, we would like to bring to your
notice that the catering service in the said area has fast deteriorated with the present
caterer. It is pertinent to mention for your knowledge after a prolonged deliberation
we could bring this facility in Trombay Terminal, when our officers & staff had to
wait for eight (8) long years.
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.
It is very disturbing to receive a representation quoting the catering services has gone
from bad to worse in a very short period, we understand the said caterer MIs MATHA
CATERERS, was notified time & again to improve on his service and quality. One
who cannot maintain quality for six months, is not capacity enough to continue,
hence should be black listed and new tender should be floated to identify an apt
caterer. Any negotiation with the present caterer will be an exercise in futility.
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Any precipitation in this direction will lead to unnecessary unrest, hence we once again
request your esteemed authority to resolve the issue at the earliest.

With regards.

Thanking you.

~
(Pradeep Mayekar)
Gen. Secretary
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vGGM, Head-HR/ER & RO, ONGC, MR, NSE Building, Mumbai.

\../"..J!GM (P&A)IR, ONGC, MR, NSE Building, Mumbai.
.t..,/ DGM (HR/ER), URAN Plant. ONGC, Uran.

j$;u.\ CE(P) INCHARGE TROMBAY TERMINAL TROMBAY CHEMBUR.
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